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In this talk we will provide a survey of SyreNe subproject 4. The challenges are described as
follows:
“In the new development of nanoelectronic ICs it becomes increasingly important also to model
the power supply of the electronic devices. The Power Grid forms own layers within multi-layer
ICs. In Power Grid modeling the problem occurs that the system description, concerning the or-
der of the system, needs a huge number of in- and outputs (terminals), since for every element to
supply a pin as input and output value of the system appears. Especially for the industrial partners
Qimonda and NEC the simulation of Power Grid models is the bottleneck in the new development
of dynamical memory elements of the next generation. Typical Power Grid models there contain
at the moment 8,000,000 state space variables and each 2,000,000 inputs and outputs. Most
of the model order reduction approaches are based on the assumption that there are just a few
inputs and outputs. That is why totally new methodical approaches are needed.
Therefore it is tried to firstly compress the input-/output matrices in such a way that the I/O be-
havior can be realized through as few virtual inputs/outputs as possible. These virtual terminals
arise by a combination of the real inputs/outputs and admit the usage of the original input data
as well as the reconstruction of the original output in the later simulation with the reduced model.
The model reduction of the virtual system description itself happens with a new algorithm which
creates reduced-order models with computable error estimates. The reduced-order model then
will be combined with the compressed input/output operators.”

We will summarize and explain the results of the project work beginning with the original idea of
ESVDMOR [1], numerical improvements [2], statements about stability and passivity preserva-
tion [3] right up to an error estimation and numerical examples.
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